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1. Introduction 
 
In recent years, storable commodity markets (energy, agricultural, metals, etc.)2 booms and busts have 
revived the interest for commodity derivatives, which have been characterized by a dramatic growth in 
trading volume and by the proliferation of contracts written on a wide range of underlying 
commodities. Especially, according to the Bank of International Settlements (BIS), the notional value 
of over-the-counter (OTC) commodity derivatives stood at $2.6 trillion in 2012. In the US and in the 
European Union regulation in force has a significant impact on the commodities trading industry and 
on OTC contracts, in particular. This may have important implications on pricing, hedging and 
managing risk in commodity derivatives markets. 
Not surprisingly, much literature has been devoted to the pricing and hedging of commodity 
derivatives. Reduced-form models turn out to be the appropriate models for such considerations. They 
try to identify the relevant state variables or factors associated with the dynamics of the futures prices. 
The stochastic processes of these variables are specified exogenously by taking into account some of 
                                                        
2
 Typical examples of non-storable commodities include livestock, electricity and perishable commodities.  
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the specific features describing the behavior of commodities. Storable commodities, in contrast to 
other conventional securities, are real assets that can be produced and consumed. Thus holding 
physical inventories may provide some services in order to avoid shortages and therefore to maintain 
the production process or to respond to an unexpected demand, for example3. These services are 
qualified to as the convenience yield, when expressed as a rate (see, for example, the definition in [1]). 
The theory of storage ([2], [3], and [4]) has studied the relationship between commodity prices and 
storage decisions, and has established a no-arbitrage relation between futures prices, spot commodity 
prices, the interest rate and the net convenience yield. Moreover, a growing number of empirical 
studies on commodity return predictability pointed out the important role of the convenience yield 
especially (see, for instance, [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], and [10]). The spot price and the convenience yield 
are therefore the two commonly used state variables in pricing models. 
It is widely recognized in the literature (see, for instance, [11]) that the convenience yield is 
not directly observable. Thus, when pricing commodity derivatives, a difficulty arises from this non-
observability. Gibson and Schwartz [12] used the theory of storage formula to calculate the implied 
convenience yield. The latter can be inferred by using futures and spot prices (or the futures contract 
price closest to maturity as a proxy for the spot price if it is not available). However, prices may be 
                                                        
3
 Gülpinar et al. [14], for instance, study the impact of supply disruptions in the oil market on portfolio management 
involving commodity derivatives.  
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subject to temporary mispricing or to liquidity concerns, for example. Carmona and Ludkovski [13] 
also showed that the implied convenience yield is unstable over time and incompatible with the 
forward curve. Using prices from futures contracts with different maturities will provide very different 
convenience yields. Dockner et al. [15] suggest a new analytical approximation of the convenience 
yield by computing the difference between the present values of two floating-strike Asian options 
written on the spot and the futures prices, respectively. They have found, however, that different 
approximation methods give rise to different convenience yield estimates. The differences can be 
attributed to the cost of carry and the moneyness of the options.  
The main objective of this paper is to build a reduced-form valuation model of commodity 
forward and futures contracts as well as options on forward and futures contracts by explicitly taking 
into account the unobservable character of the convenience yield. Although many models dealing with 
a partially observable economy or with incomplete information have studied the unobservability of a 
stochastic expected return (see, for instance, [16], [17], and [18] for an application to interest rates and 
to asset allocation), to the best of our knowledge, the case of an application to commodities with a 
partially observable convenience yield has not been examined yet. A notable exception is Carmona 
and Ludkovski [19] who developed a utility-based pricing model resulting in a partially observable 
stochastic control problem.  
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The reduced-form models fall into two categories. In the first one, in addition to the spot price 
and the convenience yield (see [12], [20], [21], and Liu and Tang, [22]), other state variables and some 
stylized facts have been suggested in the literature. The interest rate ([11], [23], and [24]), the 
volatility of the spot price ([25], [26], [27], and Benth [28]), jumps in the spot price and the volatility 
([23], [25], and Schmitz et al. [29]) or seasonal patterns in commodity prices ([26], [30], [31], and 
Back et al. [32]). Schwartz and Smith [33] have suggested a two-factor model allowing for a short-
term mean reversion in spot prices toward a random long-term equilibrium level. To take into account 
some observed features of the convenience yield, Paschke and Prokopczuk [34] have generalized the 
Schwartz and Smith model by assuming that the short-term component follows a continuous 
autoregressive moving-average process. Garcia et al. [36] have developed a four-factor model to take 
into account mean reversion and stochastic seasonnality in the convenience yield. Cortazar and 
Naranjo [37] and Paschke and Prokopczuk [38] have developed multi-factor models to explain the 
random behavior of oil prices. The second category of the reduced-form models is inspired by the 
Heath et al. [39] model, which is consistent with the initial term structure of interest rates. It was 
pioneered by Miltersen and Schwartz [40] who built a model to price options on commodity futures, 
with a stochastic convenience yield, which is consistent with the initial term structures of both interest 
rates and commodity futures prices. Miltersen [41] have extended the Gibson and Schwartz [12] 
model in order to fit the initial term structure of forward and futures prices, as well as that of forward 
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and futures volatilities4. Trolle and Schwartz [42] have suggested a model to account for (unspanned) 
stochastic volatility of both the spot price and the instantaneous forward cost of carry. Manoliu and 
Tompaidis [43] have proposed a multi-factor model accounting for seasonal patterns in the futures 
curve.  
The models mentioned above are constructed in a fully observable framework. They assume 
that the variables which describe the state of the economy are observable. However, some of the state 
variables, which are relevant to financial claims valuation, are generally not observable, the 
instantaneous convenience yield, in particular. Investors operate in an economic environment with 
incomplete information. The clarifying paper of Feldman [46] has judicially discussed several issues 
related to the incomplete information equilibrium. Dothan and Feldman [47], Detemple [48], Gennotte 
[49] and Xia [18], among others, have investigated, in a dynamic framework, the optimal asset 
allocation and asset valuation in a partially observable economy. In this economy, the agent estimates 
one or more unobserved state variable(s) given information conveyed by past observations. The 
estimation or filtering error represents the agent's assessment of the precision of the estimate and 
                                                        
4
 This a direct analogue of the Hull and White [44] model which extended the Vasicek [45] model to fit the initial yield curve 
and the initial term structure of the spot rate volatility. 
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reflects his (her) quality of information. The investor’s optimization problem is then based on the 
conditional mean(s), which also determine(s) contingent claims prices5. 
In this article, we propose a three-factor model in an incomplete information setting in the 
spirit of the Schwartz [11] model 3, which is the reference model in the literature involving the 
convenience yield. In order to do so, the economic framework retains the spot commodity price, the 
instantaneous interest rate and the convenience yield as the relevant stochastic state variables 
associated with the dynamics of the futures price. Contrary to this model and to the other reduced-
form models, the convenience yield is not observable, but investors can draw inferences about it by 
observing the spot commodity price and the short rate by using the continuous-time Kalman-Bucy 
filter method6.  
From a theoretical point of view, our contribution to the literature is threefold. First, we extend 
the relevant literature by pricing derivatives under incomplete information7. This framework is well-
adapted to the case of storable commodities since the convenience yield is unobservable. Second, in 
                                                        
5
 Hernandez et al. [50] have suggested an alternative procedure, a moment method algorithm, to estimate the parameters of 
an unobservable stochastic mean and have applied it to commodities.  
6
 The Casassus and Collin-Dufresne [24] model allows the convenience yield to depend on the spot price and the interest 
rate, but in a fully observable economy. 
7
 See also Mellios [35] who has developed a model to price European-style interest rate options in a partially observable 
economy.  
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sharp contrast to models in a partially observable economy, we provide simple closed-form solutions 
for forward and futures prices, as well as for European options on forward and futures contracts. Thus 
our model inherits this appealing feature of fully observable reduced-form models with a Gaussian 
structure facilitating its use for practical considerations. Also, two-factor and one-factor models can be 
easily derived. Third, these analytical solutions allow one to examine the impact of the model 
parameters on derivatives’ prices. Especially, they reveal that futures and option prices under 
incomplete information depend on the initial values of the estimate of the convenience yield and of the 
estimation error respectively. Thus, we can study the influence of the incomplete information on 
commodity derivatives prices.  
We estimate the parameters of the processes of the spot commodity price, the short rate and 
the convenience yield by using weekly data on U.S. Treasury bills and on West Texas Intermediate 
(WTI) light sweet crude oil futures contracts traded on ICE (Intercontinental Exchange) for the period 
2001-2010. Since the convenience yield is not supposed to be directly observable, the estimation is 
based on the discrete-time Kalman filter method, which is the appropriate method when state variable 
are not observable and are Markovian (see, for instance, [11], [33], [37], [38], and [43]).  
The results show mean reversion in the short rate and in the convenience yield. They also 
reveal that the stability of the parameters depends on the estimation period. In accordance with the 
theory of storage, the spot price is positively correlated with the convenience yield, while it is 
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positively or negatively correlated with the short rate, partially confirming the suggestion of Frankel 
and Hardouvelis [51]. A comparison of Schwartz’s and incomplete information models based on the 
root mean-square error (RMSE) criterion shows that that the latter performs better than the former for 
the whole period and for in-sample. The out-of-sample RMSE reveals that Schwartz’s model behaves 
better for short maturities, while for longer maturities the inverse holds. With regard to option prices, 
Schwartz’s model provides higher prices whatever the maturity of the option. The most important 
differences are obtained, for high futures prices and for longer option maturities.  
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the financial market is 
described and the investor’s inference problem is presented. Sections 3 and 4 are devoted, 
respectively, to the valuation of commodity forward prices and to that of options on commodity 
forward contracts, and to futures prices and options written on futures. An empirical study for 
Schwartz’s and incomplete information futures price models is presented in section 5. Moreover, 
based on the parameters estimation, options on futures prices are derived for the two models. Section 6 
offers some remarks and conclusions. Appendices gather all proofs.   
 
2. The Financial Market 
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The framework under incomplete information presented in this section is classically inspired from that 
of Dothan and Feldman [47], Detemple [48] and Xia [18]. The first sub-section lays out the structure 
of the financial market, while the learning process is presented in the second sub-section. 
 
 
 
2.1. The Framework 
 
The uncertainty in a frictionless continuous-time economy is represented by a complete probability 
space (Ω, F, P) with a standard filtration [ ]{ }TttFF ,0:)( ∈= , a finite time period [0, T] and three 
correlated standard Brownian motions, )(z and )(),( *r** ttztzS δ , defined on ( )F,Ω , such that 
dttdztdzdttdztdz SrrSSS ρρ δδ == )()( ,)()( ****  and dttdztdz rr δδ ρ=)()( ** , where ρij stands for the 
correlation coefficient and jiijij σσρσ = , for jitrttSji ≠=  with )(),(),(, δ , represent the covariances 
between )( and )( ,)(/)( tdrtdtStdS δ . )( ),( ,)( trttS δ , the state variables, and i are defined below. FS,r 
is the filtration generated by S(t) and r(t), and FS,r(t) ≡ σ{S(s), r(s): 0 ≤ s ≤ t}, the σ-algebra, represents 
the information available by observing the processes S(t) and r(t) up to time t, such that 
)()(, tFtF rS ⊂ .  
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 The spot price of the commodity, S(t), satisfies the following stochastic differential equation 
(SDE hereafter): 
 
( ) )()()()(
)( * tdzdtttµ
tS
tdS
SSS σδ +−= ,  (1) 
with initial condition SS ≡)0( . SSS trt σλµ += )()(  is the instantaneous expected rate of return of the 
spot price, Sσ  represents the constant, strictly positive, instantaneous standard deviation of the spot 
price and Sλ  stands for the constant market price of risk associated with the spot price process. r(t) 
and δ(t) denote respectively the instantaneous riskless interest rate and the instantaneous convenience 
yield. The convenience yield and the spot price are indeed related through inventory decisions ([52], 
and [53]). It follows that a theoretical positive correlation between the convenience yield and the spot 
price may be predicted.  
Interest rates may have an impact on spot commodity prices and on convenience yields (see, 
for instance, [51] and [55] )8. The short rate follows a mean-reverting process as in Vasicek [45]:  
 )())(()( * tdzdttrtdr
rr
σβα +−=  (2) 
                                                        
8
 Unfortunately, equilibrium models of commodity contingent claims assume that interest rates are zero or constant and do 
not study the relation between convenience yields and interest rates. 
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with initial condition rr ≡)0( . α and β  are constants, and 
r
σ  is the constant, strictly positive, 
instantaneous standard deviation of r(t). The short rate has a tendency to revert to a constant long-run 
interest rate level, β , with a speed of mean reversion α.  
The investor observes the instantaneous return of the commodity price and the interest rate, 
but (s)he is not able to observe the convenience yield, whose evolution is given by the following SDE: 
 ( ) )()()( * tdzdttktd δδσδδδ +−=  (3) 
with initial condition δδ ≡)0( . k and δ  are constant positive scalars, δσ  is the constant, strictly 
positive, instantaneous standard deviation of δ(t). Empirical studies (see [1], and [55]) found that the 
convenience yield should be specified by a mean-reverting process. If the correlation coefficient 
between the spot commodity price and the convenience yield is positive, then a weak mean-reverting 
effect is induced by the stochastic behavior of the convenience yield. Bessembinder et al. [56] and 
Nomikos and Andriosopoulos [57] have provided evidence for mean-reversion in spot prices.  
 
2.2. The Investor’s Inference Problem 
 
The investor does not observe the convenience yield but draws inferences about it from her (his) 
observations of the spot price of the commodity and the interest rate. It is assumed that (s)he views the 
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prior distribution of δ(0) as Gaussian with given mean m(0) and variance γ(0). The filtering problem 
concerns the estimation of an unobserved stochastic process {δ(t): t ∈ [0,T]} given noisy observations 
of the joint processes {S(t), r(t): t ∈ [0,T]}. The agent utilizes the information available, FS,r, to derive 
the optimal estimate of the state variable, δ(t). The conditional mean is defined as follows: 
[ ])()(E)( , tFttm rSδ= , and the estimation or filtering error is given by ( )[ ])()()(E)( ,2 tFtmtt rS−= δγ .   
 In the Gaussian model framework, the Kalman-Bucy (see [58]) method applies to derive the 
expression for the conditional mean whose evolution is governed by a linear SDE. As a consequence 
of the Gaussian information structure, the estimation error is nonrandom. The conditional distribution 
of the unobserved variable given the observations is determined by a single sufficient statistic: the 
conditional mean, m(t), and γ(t) evolve according to (see Appendix A): 
( ) ( ) ( ) )(1 )()(1 )()()( 221 tdzttdztdttmktdm rSrS SrrSSrSS 




−
++





−
−+−=
ρσ
γρρσ
ρσ
γρσδ δδ , (5) 
( ) ( ) ( ) dt
t
ttd
SrSS
S
SrSr 







−
−





−−−−−= 22
2
22222
1
)()(211)( 1
1 ρσ
γγ
σ
ρσ
κρρσρσγ δδδδ , 
 ( ) 






Γ−
Γ∆+−∆−=
∆−
∆−
t
t
SrS
e
e
t
2
2
22
1
21)( θρσγ  (6) 
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with initial conditions mm ≡)0(  and γγ ≡)0( . ( )211 Sr
rSrS
S ρ
ρρρρ δδ
−
−
= , 
( )
21 Sr
SSrr
r ρ
ρρρρ δδ
−
−
= , 
S
Sk
σ
ρσ
θ δ 1−= , ( )( ) S
S
SrS
r kk
σ
ρσ
ρσ
ρσ δδδ 12
1
1
22
22
2
−
−
−
+=∆ , ( )( )θρσγ γγ +∆−+ −=Γ ∞22 1 SrS
( )( )θρσγγ −∆−=≡∞
∞
22 1)( SrS , =





−−= dttm
S
dS
tdz S
S
S ))((
1)( µ
σ
dtttmdz
S
S σ
δ )()(* −+   
and ( ) )())(()(1)( * tdzdttrtdrtdz
r
r
r
=−−= βα
σ
. 
)( and )( tztz
rS , the innovations respectively in dS(t)/S(t) and dr(t), are Wiener processes relative to the 
filtration rSF , . The information generated by the vector, { }],0[:)(),()( TttztztZ
rS ∈= , of innovation 
processes, ZF , is equivalent to that conveyed by the observations, rSF , . In other words, the 
observations and innovations processes contain the same information (for a rigorous proof, see [58]). 
 The estimation error can be thought as a measure of the agent’s uncertainty about the true 
value of δ(t). When the investor is poorly informed, that is having low precision estimates, γ(t) is high, 
and as the uncertainty about the value of δ(t) is reduced (the agent is better informed), γ(t) decreases. 
As , ∞→t  then ( )( )θρσγγ −∆−=≡∞
∞
22 1)( SrS . As time passes, the estimation error converges to a 
stable steady state. This means that, even for a long period, the investor cannot accurately estimate the 
convenience yield. However, when the convenience yield is deterministic, i.e. 0=δσ , then 0=∞γ . 
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As the unobservable convenience yield becomes less volatile, the estimation error declines in time and 
asymptotically reaches a zero value. In this case, the filtering error reduces to the following simpler 
expression:  
( )22 2
2
1
)(1
)(
SrS
k
kt
tD
e
t
ρσ
γ
γγ
−
+
=
−
, 
where ( ) .,0 and 2,1,/1, )( (y)Dy)(Djjxey)(tD jxjxtyjxjx ≡=−= −−
 
It can be shown that (see also 
[15]), when 
∞
< γγ , ( ) 0/ <Γ<+∆−∆− θθ , and the estimation error monotonically increases 
from the initial state to the stable steady state. Conversely, when 
∞
> γγ , 1 0 <Γ< , and the estimation 
error monotonically decreases from the initial state to the stable steady state. 
 The filtering problem allows us substituting the unobservable non-Markovian state variable 
process {S(t), r(t), δ(t): t ∈ [0,T]} by an observable Markovian one {S(t), r(t), m(t): t ∈ [0,T]}. The 
information generated by these processes being equivalent, the original valuation problem in an 
incomplete information financial market can be converted into a complete information one in which 
the state variable is the conditional mean and not the unobservable convenience yield. Assets prices 
are then based on this mean. 
 
3. Valuation of Commodity Forward and of Options on Forward Contracts 
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In this section the general framework developed above is applied to price commodity forward and 
options on commodity forward contracts. The system of SDEs (1), (2) and (3), in the partially 
observable economy, is equivalent, in the fully observable economy, to the following equations: 
 
( ) )()()()(
)(
tdzdttmtr
tS
tdS
SSSS σσλ +−+= , (7) 
 )())(()( tdzdttrtdr
rr
σβα +−= , (8) 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) )(1 )()(1 )()()( 221 tdzttdztdttmktdm rSrS SrrSSrSS 




−
++





−
−+−=
ρσ
γρρσ
ρσ
γρσδ δδ . (9) 
with initial conditions S, r and m. In particular, the conditional mean, m(t), is the state variable in lieu 
of the unobservable convenience yield.  
 Relaxing the assumption of complete information has two main consequences, which, as will 
be seen below, have important implications when pricing derivatives. First, while in the complete 
information economy, the volatility of the convenience yield is constant, in the incomplete information 
economy, the variance of the conditional mean depends on the estimation error and is therefore 
deterministic. It follows that the covariance between the spot price and m(t) is also a function of γ(t). 
Second, the spot price and the short interest rate have an impact on the estimate through the two 
random components of equation (9). The original three-dimensional Wiener process 
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{ }],0[:)(z ),( ),( Ttttztz *
r
*

*
S ∈  reduces to a two-dimensional one, { ],0[:)(z ),( Ttttz rS ∈ }. The latter 
governs the behavior of  S(t), r(t) and m(t). Hence, under incomplete information, uncertainty about 
the spot price and the interest rate induces uncertainty about the conditionally estimated convenience 
yield.  
 In order to price commodity derivatives, we operate the traditional changes of probability 
measures. Indeed, in a dynamically complete market, in absence of arbitrage opportunities (AAO), 
there exists a unique risk neutral probability measure (see [59]), Q, equivalent to the historical 
probability P, such that the relative price of any security is a Q-martingale. Moreover, to price options 
on forward and futures contracts, following Jamshidian [60], we use the forward-neutral probability 
measure equivalent to the risk-neutral measure. Under this new measure, in AAO, the forward price of 
any financial asset is a martingale having the same variance as under the historical probability.  
 
3.1. Commodity Forward Prices 
 
In the incomplete information economy, the forward price depends on the current spot commodity 
price, the current level of the instantaneous interest rate and the current level of the conditional 
estimate and time to maturity. In AAO, the price )(),0,,,( TGTmrSG ≡ , at date 0, of a forward 
contract of maturity T written on a commodity is given by the following expression (see [61]): 
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where B(0,T) is the price, at time 0, of a riskless discount bond delivering a monetary unit at maturity 
T. The solution to the above expression is: 
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where the expression of    and  ,  are given below equation (6) and 
( )( )[ ]δδ ρσλλρλσδδ rrrSrSS kk −−∆−+= 1 .      
This solution can be obtained as a special case of the more general solution in Appendix C, 
which provides futures prices. It suffices here to remark that the effect of the discount factor exactly 
compensates that of the interest rate in the drift of the spot price process (see also [23]). Since 
comments about equation (10) are similar to those of equation (12), we postpone the discussion and 
the comparison to other formulas until the next section. 
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3.2. Options on Commodity Forward Prices 
 
Let CG(0) = CG be the value of a European call9 written on a commodity forward contract of maturity 
T, with strike price K and expiry date 
c
T , where 0 ≤ 
c
T  ≤ T. The terminal value of this call at date 
c
T  
is: ( )[ ]0,),(),(max)( KTTGTTBTC
cccG −=
, where the potential gain ( )( )KTTG C −,  must be 
discounted back from T to 
c
T  since G(Tc, T)  is a forward price. 
In AAO, the price, at date 0, of a European call written on a commodity forward contract is 
given by: 
( ) ( ) ( )( )[ ]
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the solution to which (see Appendix B) is:  
                                                        
9
 For an extension to the pricing of American real options by using the LSM simulation method, readers could refer to 
Cortazar et al. [62].  
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The European put price, at date 0, written on commodity forward contract is:  
[ ])()()(),0( 12 dNTGdKNTBPG −−−=
 
),(2 TT
cGII
σ
 is the time average, over the life of the option, of the instantaneous variance of the 
return of the underlying forward and depends on the initial value of the estimation error γ. Under 
incomplete information, existing models do not provide a closed-form solution limiting their 
applicability. Contrary to these models, in this paper, forward, futures and option prices are 
analytically derived. The main consequence, in terms of incomplete information, as will be discussed 
below, is that investor’s initial beliefs, m and γ, have a heavy influence on futures volatility as well as 
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on derivatives prices. The formula obtained is reminiscent of that of Black [63], inheriting its 
simplicity and tractability, with three main differences enriching model features. First, both the interest 
rate and the estimated convenience yield evolve randomly over time. It is worth pointing out that 
Feldman [64] derived a closed-form solution for options on bond futures contracts when bonds and 
futures prices are endogenously determined and equilibrium interest rates are stochastic. In our paper, 
short rates are also stochastic but, however, in contrast to Feldman’s model and similarly to all above 
mentioned papers, asset prices are exogenously obtained. Second, the futures volatility term structure 
is not flat having important implications on option pricing and implying that spot price volatility is not 
equal to that of futures prices10. Moreover, futures volatility depends on the estimation error. Finally, 
incomplete information has an impact on the option price through the forward price and the volatility 
function11. This third point differentiates also this formula from that derived under Schwartz’s [11] and 
other similar valuation models in a full observable framework.   
 
4. Valuation of Commodity Futures and of Options on Futures 
 
                                                        
10
 Arouri et al. [10] have recognized the importance of volatility in energy derivatives pricing and have investigated long 
memory and structural breaks in oil price (spot and futures) volatility.  
11
 The last two terms in ),(2 TT
cGII
σ  differentiate incomplete information volatility from that of Schwartz’s.  
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In this section, under the same framework as in the previous section, futures and options on futures 
values are derived. 
 
4.1. Commodity Futures Prices 
 
Since the futures contract is assumed to be marked to market continuously and then to have always 
zero-value, the futures price, under the risk-neutral probability measure, Q, is a martingale. At 
maturity, the futures price is equal to the underlying spot price. 
In AAO, the price of a futures contract at date 0, )(),0,,,( THTmrSH ≡ , of maturity date T 
written on a commodity is equal to: [ ])()( TSETH Q= , whose solution (see Appendix C) is: 
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In a partially observable economy, this model provides an analytical solution for commodity 
forward and futures prices12. Incomplete information has three main consequences on futures prices 
underscoring the influence of the risk prices, as well as of the initial values of the estimator of the 
convenience yield and of the filtering error respectively. Indeed, an inspection of the expressions of 
futures prices under incomplete information (equation 12) and under complete information (footnote 
11) shows that they diverge by two terms. The first is related to the expectation of S(T), under Q, and 
underpins, in particular, the role played by the market prices of risk, which reveal investors’ risk 
preferences. It is composed by ( ) )(TDm kδ−−  and by the last component of equation (12). The impact 
of the prices of risk on the futures prices under complete and incomplete information differs 
substantially. This difference arises because the unobservable convenience yield is estimated given the 
information provided by the observations of the spot price and the short rate. Thus, the estimate m(t) is 
driven by the innovations associated with these two variables. Under incomplete information, the 
forward and futures prices are functions of the prices of risk associated with the spot price and the 
                                                        
12
 In the Schwartz [11] model, the futures price can be written as follows: 
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
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short rate, 
rS λλ  and respectively. Sλ does not appear in the above formula via the spot price, which is 
a traded asset, but via the conditional estimate of the convenience yield. 
r
λ affects these prices through 
both the short rate process and the conditional mean process. On the other hand, under complete 
information, the forward and futures prices are influenced by δλλ  and r . For realistic values of the 
prices of risk, futures prices depend essentially on Sλ  and δλ  under incomplete and complete 
information respectively. 
The expectation of S(T) depends also on the initial estimate of the convenience yield. A rising 
positive m, ceteris paribus, decreases the futures price under incomplete information. The reason is 
that an increase in m leads to an increase in the future estimate of the convenience yield m(t), which 
lowers the expected return of the spot commodity, since the latter depends negatively on m(t).  
The uncertainty, γ, about the initial value of the convenience yield influences both the 
expectation and the variance of S(T). The expectation can either rise or fall as a consequence of the 
effects of γ and Sλ . It can be shown that the expectation depends on the covariance between the 
instantaneous return of the spot commodity and the instantaneous changes of the estimator, which is a 
function of )(tγ : )()(,)(
)(
cov ttdm
tS
tdS
S γσ δ −=





. This covariance, for 0>δρS  and for plausible 
values of the parameters, is positive. Moderately high values of γ imply a high )(tγ  and a low 
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covariance. If, moreover, the spot commodity is expected to grow more than the riskless rate, then the 
expectation of S(T) decreases.  
γ influences the variance of S(T) through the term 

	




−− γ
κ
σ δ
2
2
 in equation (12) . For reasonable 
and sufficiently low values of γ, the investor is more confident about his initial estimator which 
implies that the difference 

	




−− γ
κ
σ δ
2
2
 is negative, and vice versa. If 0>Sλ , γ has an opposite impact 
on the expectation (positive covariance) and on the variance terms.  
Moreover, our model nests the two-factor and one-factor models. When ∞→α , the 
instantaneous interest rate is constant (thus 0== δρρ rSr ) and equal to β , and the incomplete 
information three-factor model reduces to a two-factor model. 
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In the fully observable economy, the two-factor model of Schwartz and Gibson [12] is derived. When 
∞→∞→ k  and , ( 0=δρ S ), the convenience yield is also constant and the one-factor model of 
Brennan and Schwartz [65] is obtained. 
Since the work of Cox et al. [61] and Richard and Sundaresan [66], it is well known that, if 
interest rates are deterministic or constant, futures and forward prices are identical. This result holds 
under incomplete information. Indeed, Jamshidian [60] have demonstrated that when the covariance 
between the forward and zero coupon instantaneous returns is deterministic, as in our case, then the 
relationship between forward and futures prices can be explicitly computed.  
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ε(T) is identical to that derived by Miltersen and Schwartz [40], who obtained the Schwartz [11] 
formula as a special case of their model, and vanishes when interest rates are non-stochastic ( 0=
r
σ ).  
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4.2. Options on Commodity Futures Prices 
 
Let CH(0) = CH be the value of a European call written on a commodity futures contract of maturity T, 
with strike price K and expiry date T
c
, where 0 ≤ T
c
 ≤ T . The terminal value of this call at date T
c
 is: 
[ ]0,),(max)( KTTHTC
ccH −= .  
In AAO, the value, at time 0, of a European call written on a commodity futures contract is 
given by:  
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the solution to equation (14) (see Appendix D) is:  
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σ
 is given below equation (11). 
The European put price, at date 0, written on a commodity futures contract is:  
[ ])(),()(),0( 12 dNTTdKNTBP ccH −−−= φ . 
),( TT
c
φ  is the forward price of the futures contract. ),( TTcε represents the integral of the 
instantaneous covariance between the return of the futures price and a riskless bond over the life of the 
option. The call value is similar to that obtained by Milteresen and Schwartz [40], which corresponds 
to Schwartz’s three-factor model, but with the fundamental difference that the convenience yield is 
unobservable.  
 
5. Estimation of the model 
 
In this section, we address the issue of model parameter estimation. We first describe the data before 
briefly presenting the estimation procedure and discussing the results obtained.  
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5.1 Description of the data 
 
The data used to estimate the parameters of the model consisted of all weekly futures contracts traded 
prices on ICE from 2001/01/05 to 2010/12/31 for West Texas Intermediate (WTI) light sweet crude 
oil. In 2001, 42 contracts were listed, while 78 contracts were listed in 2010 with a maturity from 1 
month to 9 years. However, futures contracts with a maturity greater than two years are less liquid and, 
therefore, we retain, for the estimation procedure, 24 listed contracts with a maturity up to 24 months 
(CL1 to CL24). An inspection of Figure 1 shows that WTI futures prices steadily increased from 2001 
to 2007. They radically changed growth pace and attainted very high values in July 2008. Then prices 
sharply decreased before increasing again in mid-2009. The interest rate data consists of constant-
maturity Treasury yields. The corresponding zero-coupon yields or spot rates are derived by using first 
a linear interpolation to account for missing maturities and then the bootstrap method. We construct 
spot rates with maturities of 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, and 10 years.  
[Insert Figure 1 about here] 
Table 1 displays some descriptive statistics for spot rates for each maturity and for the (log) 
futures prices for different contract maturities. Spot rates are characterized by a positive and 
decreasing skewness up to 2 years which, for longer maturities, is negative and increasing in absolute 
values. The kurtosis lies below 3 (except for 10 years, 3.052). The mean of futures prices is around 
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$49-50, while the volatility is high and increases with the maturity of the futures contracts. The 
skewness is negative and increases, in absolute values, with the contracts. The kurtosis is less than 3, 
and is positive and decreasing. Thus, as expected, spot rates and oil futures prices seem not to be 
normally distributed.     
[Insert Table 1 about here] 
 
5.2 Estimation procedure 
 
As there is a unique interest rate, we divide the estimation procedure in two parts. The parameters of 
the short rate are first estimated and then those of the spot price and the convenience yield. Whatever 
the state variable, we use the Kalman filter in conjunction with the maximum likelihood method.   
 The dynamic model can be cast in state space form and then we employ the Kalman filter to 
estimate the parameters of the model and the time series of the unobservable state variables (see, for 
instance, [67]). Among the first authors to adopt this method, there are, for instance, Pennacchi [68] 
and Babbs and Nowman [69] for the term structure estimation, and Schwartz [11] for commodities. 
The discrete-time Kalman filter is an estimation methodology for recursively calculating optimal 
estimates of unobserved state variables given the information provided by noisy observations. A 
measurement equation relates the observed variables – on the one hand, spot rates, and, on the other 
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hand futures prices- to unobserved state variables. The discrete time version of the stochastic process 
followed by the latter – on the one hand, the short rate, and, on the other hand, the (log)spot 
commodity price and the convenience yield – is described by the transition equation. 
 The zero coupon yields can be written: 
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From the expressions of the futures price, the (log)spot price and the convenience yield, the 
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for i = 1, ..., N and t = 1, ..., NTB, where tω~  and tυ~  are (N,1)-dimensional vector of serially 
uncorrelated disturbances such that: 
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The estimation of model parameters is obtained by maximizing the log-likelihood function of 
innovations. 
 
5.3 Estimation Results 
 
Tables 2, 3 and 4 show the parameter estimates, with their respective standard errors given in 
parentheses, of the short rate, the spot price, and the convenience yield, the estimated standard 
deviations of the measurement errors, , and the log-likelihood value, for the Schwartz 3-factor model 
and the incomplete information model. Our objective is to study the stability of the parameters 
estimates and to compare the two models with regard to their ability to fit the observed data by using 
the RMSE criterion, widely employed in the relevant literature. The RMSE is used since it measures 
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the squared errors between the model price (Schwartz’s or incomplete information) and the market 
price. It indicates how close the model is fitted to the data points.  For the stability of the parameter 
values we consider three different panel-data: Panel A for the whole period (2001-2010, 522 weekly 
observations), panel B from 2001 to 14 July 2008 (391 weekly observations), panel C from 15 July 
2008 to 2010 (131 weekly observations). To examine the performance of the models, we split the data 
into an in-sample set from 2001 to 2009 and an out-of-sample set for 2010. The first serves to estimate 
the models and to derive parameters values, while the latter will be used to test the out-of-sample 
performance of the models. As mentioned in the description of the data, the in-sample set is a period 
with high fluctuations characterized by an increase, a decrease then an increase again in oil prices. It is 
a sufficiently long period with a non monotonic evolution over time in oil prices. It is therefore an 
appropriate period for parameters estimation.  For the incomplete information model, in order to 
obtain the initial value, γ , of the estimation error, we calculate the annualized monthly convenience 
yields (see [12]) for different maturities and for different dates and then we compute the variance of 
these convenience yields.  
[Insert Table 2 about here] 
 As can be seen in these tables, all the parameters are statistically significant. Whatever the 
period, the speed parameters  as well as k are positive and highly significant, which suggests that 
both the short rate and the convenience yield follow a mean-reverting process. However, these 
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parameters are not stable across panels, but the two models give similar values for k. The volatilities of 
the spot price and the convenience yield are stable over time except for Sσ  for panel C and the two 
models give close values for these volatilities. Sλ  not only varies significantly from one period to 
another (as δλ ), but the two models result in different values for Sλ  because this price of risk plays a 
distinct role in the two models.  
 [Insert Table 3 about here] 
The correlation coefficient between the spot price and the convenience yield is high and 
positive. Indeed, the convenience yield and the spot price are related through inventory decisions (e.g. 
[52]). During periods of low inventories, the probability that shortages will occur is greater, and hence 
the spot price as well as the convenience yield should be high. Conversely, when inventories are 
abundant, the spot price and the convenience yield tend to be low. The correlation between the interest 
rates, and spot prices and the convenience yield are low. In particular, Srρ  although positive for panel 
A, is negative for panels B and C in accordance with [51] and [54] who have argued that high real 
interest rates reduce commodity prices, and vice-versa.  
 [Insert Table 4 about here]  
The performance of the models is assessed by using the RMSE criterion between model and 
observed market prices. Figures 2, 3 and 4 depict the RMSE for each contract maturity for the two 
models and for different periods: from 2001 to 2010, from 2001 to 2009 (in-sample) and for 2010 
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(out- of-sample). A simple inspection of these figures reveals that the best results are obtained for 
intermediate maturities, while the worst results are derived for the shortest maturities and, albeit to a 
lesser extent, for the longest maturities whatever the model. A comparison of the two models shows 
that the incomplete information model behaves better than the Schwartz model in the case of the 
whole period and for in-sample. The out-of-sample RMSE of Schwartz’s model is lower than that of 
the incomplete information model for short maturities, while is greater for longer maturities.   
[Insert Figures 2, 3 and 4 about here] 
The estimated parameters are used to compute option prices for the two models. Prices for 
short-term (three months, i.e. Tc = 3 months) options, as well as for longer-term (twelve months) 
options are calculated. For all these options, the underlying deliverable asset is assumed to be a 
commodity futures contract with a maturity of six months. Prices are also calculated relative to the 
option “moneyness”. Exercise prices are selected so that K = H(T) for « at-the-money » (ATM) 
options, while « out-of-the-money » (OTM) and « in-the-money » (ITM) mean, respectively, H(T) = 
0.9K and H(T) = 1.1K.  
[Insert Table 5 about here] 
Whatever the option maturity, Schwartz’s model prices are higher than those of the incomplete 
information model (except for some rare cases). Table 5 displays the average price difference between 
the two models for different options maturities and for different moneyness. The higher the options 
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maturity, the higher the difference between the two models’ prices. Moreover, this difference becomes 
more important when futures prices increase. The most important spread is obtained in July 2008 
when futures prices reached a peak. The moneyness has a relative small effect on this spread, although 
it gets its higher value for OTM options.   
 
 
6. Concluding Remarks 
 
In order to account for the unobservable character of the instantaneous convenience yield, this paper 
investigates, in a valuation model, how the estimated convenience yield, conditional on the 
information provided by the spot commodity price and the instantaneous interest rate, can affect 
forward and option on forward prices, as well as their futures counterparts. A three-factor incomplete 
information model is developed which encompasses the two-factor and one-factor models. Unlike 
other incomplete information models, closed form solutions are derived for forward and futures prices, 
and for option values. These analytical solutions highlight especially the fact that the initial values of 
the estimate of the convenience yield and of the estimation error respectively have a strong effect on 
commodity derivatives prices. An empirical study suggests that our model, in terms of the RMSE 
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criterion, provides, in general, better results than Schwartz’s (1997) three-factor model for futures 
prices. Moreover, the latter results in higher prices for options.  
The economic framework of this paper can be extended in several directions. First, a 
continuous time economy can be considered populated by two types of agents with heterogeneous 
beliefs (Detemple and Murthy, [70]). Second, some important observed and empirically detected 
characteristics of commodities, such as seasonality and jumps, may be included in our framework. 
Third, future research might allow convenience yields to be functions of prices and interest rates, as it 
seems to be in the case in the real world, rather than being an exogenous shock13.  Finally, it would be 
interesting to examine how transactions costs modify our model and how impact derivatives prices14.  
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Appendix A: The inference problem 
There are n observable processes, Y(t), described by a system of SDEs: 
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 We thank a referee by suggesting us this extension of our model. 
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 We thank another referee by pointing out to us the potential role of transaction costs in pricing commodity derivatives.  
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( ) )())(()())(()( *10 tdztYIdttAAtYItdY YYσθ ++=  (A.1) 
with initial condition Y(0). I(Y(t)) is (n, n) diagonal matrix, 10  and AA  are (n,1) vectors and Yσ  is a (n, 
n) matrix of constants. (t) is a n-dimensional unobservable state variable following the stochastic 
process:  
( ) )()()( *10 tdzdttaatd θθσθθ ++=  (A.2) 
with initial condition (0). 10  and aa  are (n, 1) vectors of constants and θσ  is a (n, n) matrix of 
constants. )( and )( ** tztzY θ  are n-dimensional imperfectly correlated Wiener processes.       
 (0) is assumed to be normally distributed with mean m(0) and variance (0). This initial 
distribution and the structure of the stochastic processes of Y(t) and (t) imply that the distribution of 
(t) conditional on the information, at time t, provided by Y(t), FY(t), is (conditionally) Gaussian. The 
conditional mean and the estimation error are given respectively by: ( ))()()( tFtEtm Yθ=  and 
( )( )( ))(')()()()()( tFtmttmtEt Y−−= θθγ . 
 A direct application of Theorem 12.1 in Liptser and Shiryayev [58] (see also [18]) results in 
the following expressions for m(t), (t) and the innovation process:   
( ) ( ) )()()()( 1'110 tdzAtdttmaatdm YY σγ −Σ+Ω++= , 
( ) ( )[ ]dtAtAtattatd Y ''1'1'11 )()()()()( γγγγγ θ +ΩΣ+Ω−++Σ= , 
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( )[ ]dttmAAtdYtYItdz Y )()())(()( 1011 +−= −−σ , 
where   and , '3
'
2
'
1 YYYY σρσσρσσρσ θθθθ =Ω=Σ=Σ . 1,2,3  , =iiρ are correlation matrices.  
In the case of this paper, there are two correlated observable processes, S(t) and r(t), whose 
dynamics are given by equations (1) and (2) and one unobservable state variable, (t), obeying SDE 
(3). Equations (A.1) and (A.2) can be rewritten: 
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The processes satisfied by m(t) and (t) (with initial conditions m and ) are then:  
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Some calculus leads to equations (5) and (6) in the main text. 
 
 
Appendix B: Derivation of the option on forward prices 
The risk-neutral probability measure, Q, is equivalent to the historical probability measure P and the 
forward-neutral probability measure, ,cTQ  is equivalent to Q. According to Girsanov's theorem, 
dttdztzd iii λ−= )()(~  and ,),()()( dtTttdztdz cBiTi c σ−=  for i = S, r, are the increments of standard 
Brownian motions under Q and cTQ respectively. ),(
cB Ttσ  represents the volatility of a discount bond 
return maturing at date Tc. 
One wants to evaluate:  
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Jamshidian [60] proved that, under cTQ , the call price CG is given by: 
( )[ ][ ]
 0,),(max),0( KTTGETBC
c
Q
G
cT
−= .
 
 (B.1) 
 The forward price at the date Tc has, under cTQ , lognormal distribution with mean G(T) and 
variance equal to: 
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The above integral can be resolved by using the same procedure as for the derivation of the more 
general equation (C.7) in Appendix C. The expression of ),(2 TTcGIIσ  is then obtained.  
The similarities between the formula (B.1) and that of Black and Scholes [71] are obvious. 
The discount factor in the latter is replaced by the riskless bond B(0, T) and the underlying asset in 
(B.1) corresponds to the forward price instead of the stock price. Standard results can then be applied 
to resolve the expectation in (B.1). 
 
Appendix C: Derivation of the commodity futures price 
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By applying Ito’s lemma to equation (7) yields:  
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with initial condition S.  
Expression (C.1) requires the computation of an integral. By equation (8), it follows (with 
initial condition r): 
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Inserting (C.2) and (C.3) into (C.1) yields: 
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Under Q, by substitution of γ(t), by making the appropriate calculations and by rearranging 
terms, S(T) writes:    
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{ })(exp)( TXSTS = , 
where βδ  and  are defined in expressions (10) and (12) respectively. 
Recall that the futures price, in AAO, is given by: [ ])()( TSETH Q= . Since X(T) is normally 
distributed, then: 
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where [ ])(TXEQ  and [ ])(TXVar  denote respectively the expectation and variance, under Q, of the 
stochastic variable X(T). 
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 By substituting γ(t) into the above equation and after some calculations: 
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The computation of the integrals in the above equation, involving hypergeometric functions15, 
gives: 
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By inserting the expressions of the hypergeometric functions and the last integral above, by 
making some calculations and by observing that ( )( ) ( )( ) 011)1( 2222222
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=Θ−∆−+−+−− SrSSrSr ρσρρρσ δδ , 
give the following equation:  
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 (C.6) 
Plugging (C.5) and (C.6) into (C.4), equation (12) is obtained.  
 
Appendix D: Derivation of the option on futures prices 
Following Jamshidian [60], by computing, at time 0, the forward price, ),(),,0( TTTT
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φφ ≡ , of the 
futures contract, one obtains the following expression:  
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Note that, in the Vasicek [45] framework, ),(),(
crcB TtDTt ασσ = . In the same manner as for equation 
(C.6), the solution of the integral provides the expression of ε(Tc,T) which is given below equation 
(13). 
 
Using standard results, under the forward-neutral probability measure ,cTQ ),( TT
c
φ  becomes a 
martingale. Then remark that expression (14) of CH can be rewritten: 
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 (D.1) 
By comparing this formula to (B.1), the desired result is obtained. 
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Fig. 2. This figure plots the root mean-square error 
(RMSE) for futures prices (1 to 24 months) for the 
Schwartz model and the incomplete information model 
(II) from 2001 to 2010. 
 
Fig. 1. This Figure plots the time series for WTI ICE futures 
prices from 2004/01/05 to 2010/12/31 for contracts with a 
maturity of 1 month (dashed-dotted line), 6 months (dashed 
line), 12 months (solid line) and 24 months (dotted line). 
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Table 1. Descriptive statistics 
Descriptive statistics for weekly observations of spot rates for maturities of 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 10 
years and of WTI light sweet crude oil futures contracts from January 5, 2001 to December 31, 
2010. CL number refers to the time to maturity in months of a futures contract. 
Mean Std. Dev.    Skewness      Kurtosis 
Spot rates 
Maturity 
6 month 0.023 0.017 0.397 1.787 
1 year 0.024 0.016 0.296 1.768 
2 years 0.027 0.014 0.095 1.685 
3 years 0.030 0.013 -0.045 1.735 
4 years 0.032 0.011 -0.168 1.856 
5 years 0.035 0.010 -0.322 2.090 
7 years 0.037 0.009 -0.378 2.272 
10 years 0.042 0.007 -0.555 3.052 
Futures prices (logarithm) 
Contract 
CL1 3.919 0.481 -0.125 2.015 
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Fig. 3. This figure plots the root mean-square error 
(RMSE) for futures prices (1 to 24 months) for the 
Schwartz model and the incomplete information model 
(II) from 2001 to 2009; in sample. 
 
Fig. 4. This figure plots the root mean-square error 
(RMSE) for futures prices (1 to 24 months) for the 
Schwartz model and the incomplete information model 
(II) from 2009 to 2010; out of sample. 
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CL5 3.925 0.502 -0.191 1.808 
CL10 3.913 0.527 -0.220 1.670 
CL15 3.902 0.545 -0.235 1.597 
CL20 3.893 0.558 -0.241 1.555 
CL24 3.887 0.564 -0.241 1.535 
 
  
  
  
 
 
Table 2. Parameters estimates: 2001-2010 
Parameter estimates of the spot price, the short rate and the convenience yield processes for 
weekly observations of spot rates for maturities of 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 10 years and of WTI light 
sweet crude oil futures contracts from January 5, 2001 to December 31, 2010 (522 observations). 
Standard errors are in parentheses.  
Short rate  Spot price, 
convenience 
yield 
     Schwartz  Incomplete 
information  
Parameters    Estimate 
  0.244 (0.010) 
              
Parameter Estimate 
α  k   0.729 (0.037) 0.757 (0.052) 
β    0.017 (0.015) 
        δ   0.080 0.080 
r
σ    0.012 (0.001)        Sσ   0.399 (0.026) 0.404 (0.057) 
r
λ  -0.811 (0.303)        δσ   0.227 (0.021) 0.218 (0.059) 
    
       
Sδρ   0.728 (0.110) 0.678 (0.090) 
1ε    0.006 (0.0002)        Sλ   0.632 (0.210) 0.752 (0.235) 
2ε    0.004 (0.0001) 
      
δλ   0.251 (0.040)  
3ε    0.002 (0.0001)           
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4ε    0.000 (0.0000)        1ε   0.050 (0.0020) 0.050 (0.0020) 
5ε    0.001 (0.0000)        2ε   0.013 (0.0005) 0.013 (0.0010) 
6ε    0.002 (0.0001)        3ε   0.000 (0.0000) 0.000 (0.0000) 
7ε    0.003 (0.0001)        4ε   0.003 (0.0001) 0.003 (0.0001) 
8ε    0.004 (0.0001)        5ε   0.000 (0.0000) 0.000 (0.0000) 
  
       6ε  
 0.005 (0.0002) 0.005 (0.0002)  
Log-
likelihood  
function 
Srρ = 0.013,  
 
21899.3340 
 
rδρ = 0.017, 
 
 
 
(0) 0.0025γ =  
  
11176.6980 
 
11208.2240 
 
 
     
 
 
Table 3. Parameters estimates: 2001-06/14/2008 
Parameter estimates of the spot price, the short rate and the convenience yield processes for 
weekly observations of spot rates for maturities of 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 10 years and of WTI light 
sweet crude oil futures contracts from January 5, 2001 to July 14, 2008 (391 observations). 
Standard errors are in parentheses.  
Short rate     Spot price, 
convenience 
yield 
     Schwartz Incomplete 
Information  
Parameter     
Estimate 
  Parameter  Estimate 
α        0.334 
(0.0110) 
              
   k    1.013 (0.055) 1.035 (0.062) 
β    0.0274 (0.011) 
        δ   0.080 0.080  
r
σ    0.013 (0.001)        Sσ   0.384 (0.033) 0.368 (0.042) 
r
λ  -0.645 (0.300)        δσ   0.316 (0.034) 0.306 (0.070) 
    
       
Sδρ   0.739 (0.139) 0.653 (0.150) 
1ε    0.006 (0.0002)        Sλ   0.853 (0.231) 0.580 (0.301) 
2ε    0.005 (0.0002)       δλ   0.186 (0.0450)  
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3ε    0.002 (0.0001)    
4ε  
  0.000 (0.0000) 
       1ε  
 0.050 (0.0020) 0.050 (0.0002) 
5ε    0.001 (0.0000)        2ε   0.014 (0.0010) 0.013 (0.0010) 
6ε    0.002 (0.0001)        3ε   0.000 (0.0000) 0.000  (0.0000) 
7ε    0.003 (0.0001)        4ε   0.003 (0.0001) 0.003 (0.0001) 
8ε    0.004 (0.0001)        5ε   0.000 (0.0000) 0.000 (0.0000) 
  
       6ε   0.005 (0.0002) 0.005 (0.0003)  
Log-
likelihood   
function 
 
16440.386 
  
8402.164 
 
8383.782 
Srρ =0.009,  rδρ = -0.008,  (0) 0.001γ =    
 
 
Table 4. Parameters estimates: 06/15/2008-2010 
Parameter estimates of the spot price, the short rate and the convenience yield processes for 
weekly observations of spot rates for maturities of 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 10 years and of WTI light 
sweet crude oil futures contracts from July 15, 2008 to December 31, 2010 (131 observations). 
Standard errors are in parentheses.  
Short rate     Spot price, 
convenience 
yield 
     Schwartz Incomplete 
Information  
Parameter     
Estimate 
  Parameter  Estimate 
α        0.094 
(0.012) 
              
    k    0.535 (0.038) 0.543 (0.069) 
β    0.011 (0.011) 
        δ   0.080  0.080  
r
σ    0.009 (0.001)        Sσ   0.712 (0.158) 0.831 (0.397) 
r
λ  -0.906 (0.134)        δσ   0.209 (0.034) 0.213 (0.172) 
    
       
Sδρ   0.546 (0.233) 0.758 (0.335) 
1ε  
  0.003 (0.0002) 
       
Sλ   0.588 (0.356) 1.236 (0.350) 
2ε    0.003 (0.0001)       δλ   0.348 (0.0870)  
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3ε    0.001 (0.0001)    
4ε    0.000 (0.0000)        1ε   0.055 (0.0087) 0.054 (0.0100) 
5ε    0.001 (0.0000)        2ε   0.006 (0.0005) 0.006 (0.0010) 
6ε    0.002 (0.0001)        3ε   0.000 (0.0000) 0.000 (0.0000) 
7ε    0.003 (0.0001)        4ε   0.003 (0.0000) 0.001 (0.0001) 
8ε    0.004 (0.0002)        5ε   0.000 (0.0000) 0.000 0.0000) 
  
       6ε   0.005 (0.0002) 0.002 (0.0003)  
Log-
likelihood  
function 
 
5652.996 
   
2984.299 
 
3000.123 
Srρ = -0.167,  rδρ =0.135,  (0) 0.0025γ =
 
  
 
 
 
Table 5. Average difference of option prices 
Average difference in option prices between Schwartz’s model and incomplete information model  
for different exercise prices (out of the money (OTM), at the money (ATM) and in the money (ITM) 
options).  
Time to maturity 3 months  12 months  
Moneyness 
OTM 0,0083 
 
0,0308  
ATM 0,0081 
 
 
0,0294  
ITM 0,0078 
 
0,0278  
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Highlights 
- Extend the literature: Pricing commodity derivatives under incomplete information  
- Closed-form solutions for vanilla commodity derivatives under incomplete 
information 
- Commodity derivatives depend on initial values of the estimate and the estimation 
error 
- Empirical evidence: for futures prices our model seems to behave better than 
Schwartz’s (1997)  
- Schwartz’s model provide higher option prices than our model  
 
 
 
 
  
